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Mt Alford trip 27 October photo by Jon Fellows

The  CHRISTCHURCH  TRAMPING  CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from  easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness  and  experience  required).  We  also
organise  instructional  courses  and  hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $20 junior or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to
obtain a paper newsletter. 

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages. 

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning. 

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side  of  Waltham  School,  is  about  100m  south  of  the  Brougham  St/Waltham  Rd
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intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone John West 0212302536 or email
john_a_west@outlook.com. Please note  that  formalities  start  at  7:50  pm sharp,  and if
there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields.  Phone Steve Bruerton  322-6196 for  booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner,  $25 non-member, $5 kids
under  12.  If  you  find  any  problems  or  maintenance  required,  please  contact  the  hut
convenor, Steve Bruerton.

Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of
equipment  for  hire.  The  Gear  Custodian  is
Barney  Stephenson,  ph.  027  358  3281  .
Note:  club  gear  assigned  to  you  is  your
responsibility; please take care of it.  Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the  outside  of  your  pack  can  be  easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This  may  result  in  serious damage to  your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking  them on  a  trip  even  if  they  are  not
used,  and  report  any  damage  to  the  gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:

Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets Free

Personal locator beacons Free

Wednesday 30 October Club Night

Newsletter  Folding  Evening:  Come  along  for  your  newsletter,  club  business  and
refreshments. Doors open at 7.30 pm. 
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Saturday 9 November 
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Nikau Palm Gully:  Here is your chance to see this little gem in
the Akaroa Heads scenic zone with big cliffs, sea birds, palm trees
and more. 

The  gully  is  acclaimed  as  one  of  the  best  forest  remnants  in
Canterbury  with  an  amazing  collection  of  huge  nikau  palms.
Follow a farm track from Onuku Farm Hostel, winding in and out of
headlands with good views of Akaroa Harbour as well as along the
sea-cliff faces. 

Walk  down a staircase,  through the gully  itself  and out  onto a
headland, giving good views of the nikau palms. The return trip
follows the “Blue Track” up to a high point, then a short section of
the Banks Peninsula Track back to the hostel.

Grade: Easy+

Closes: 7 Nov

Map: BY25 

Approx: $20

Wednesday 13 November Club Night

Trip ideas roundtable: Got an idea for a trip? Somewhere you’ve always wanted to go?
Or just looking for inspiration? This evening discussion with some of the club’s  most
experienced members and a bunch of  maps will  help  people  to  plan tramping trips.
Chances are, someone in the club has been there, and can give you advice on what to
expect, good routes, and general tips. Everyone’s welcome to take part and share their
ideas. 

This evening is ideal for newer members seeking some guidance on hidden backcountry
gems. The focus of the evening will be day or weekend trips, not 10 day expeditions. The
trip leader training is on Monday that week, so new leaders can get some inspiration to
get out there and plan their first trips too.

Long Weekend 15-17 November 
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

Two Thumbs Range (Show Weekend): A great chance to walk a
section  of  the  Te  Araroa  trail  including  its  highest  point  1925
metres over the Stag Saddle. 

The trip covers over 50km in 3 days from the Bush Stream car
park in the Rangitata Gorge carpark to the Round Hill  car park
near LakeTekapo. For the more energetic tramper there may be a
chance to climb Mt Hope 2086 metres on the way past. The trip
will  be  a mixture  of  stream valley  and tussock top  travel,  plus
multiple river crossings with the opportunity for an overnight stay
in classic musterer’s huts. 

It  will  be run as a crossover trip with numbers restricted to  10
trampers due to limited hut capacity.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 7 Nov

Map: BX17 - 
Mount 
Sibbald

Approx: Approx $70
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Weekend 30 November- 1 December
Departure point: Caltex Russley 7am

Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196
steve.ngaire@xtra.co.nz

Paris in the Springtime: (A peak in the Two Thumbs Range,
above Lake Tekapo)

Everyone needs a trip to Paris in the Spring. This one will require
ice axe and crampons though, and there are a few more steps
than the Eiffel Tower. Cruisey walk in on Sat. Sat night camping at
junction of North East Gorge and Two Thumb Streams. Ascent to
Paris and walk out on Sun. Note: 7am departure time. 

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 26 Sep

Map:  BX17 - 
Mount 
Sibbald

Approx cost: $70

Multi day trip 27 December-5 January 
Departure point: Queenstown Airport 11am on
Dec 27

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

Post Christmas & New Year’s Southern Tramp:  After a family
Christmas  gathering  my  plan  is  to  drop  my  wife  off  at  the
Queenstown airport  on  the  27th  Dec and  then  spend 10 days
tramping in the Southland – Otago area. 

My Plan A is Lake Nerine and 5 Passes via the Valley of the Trolls.
However if previous attempts are anything to go by I could end up
doing  any  number  of  other  trips  chasing  the  good  summer
weather. 

So  just  like  Frodo  I  have  room  in  my  car  for  4  x  tramping
companions  to  join  me  on  a  LOTR  (ladies  only  trans-alpine
ramble). My multi days summer trips are not so much hard core
expeditions  but  walking  holidays  which  will  generally  include  a
number of rest days eg camping by a lake or river. These trips are
run at such a pace that the idea is that at the end of the trip you
should be able grab some clean clothes, fresh food and do the trip
again. 

More detail on what these trips entail can be gained by talking to
“survivors” of previous summer trips or contacting the trip leader.
So if you are up for the challenge book your partner into rehab,
send the kids off to summer camp, drop the dog off at the vet, sort
out some transport down to Queenstown and organise the time off
work so that you can have a crack. 

Succesful LOTR companions will have proven tramping skills and/
or determination necessary to complete a multi day trip. 

The ability to provide fruit cake for supper and discuss the various
merits of, and differences between the 1969 and 2010 True Grit
movies over a cup of tea by a camp fire would be an advantage.
Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070; tortistours@gmail.com

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 19 Dec

Map:  

Approx: $TBC
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Trip Reports
Mt French 14 September 2019

When Warwick’s Mt Guinevere trip was cancelled by the dour weather forecast, I joined
Chris McGimpsey’s “Arthurs-Pass-and-Hope” weekend trip. Chris, John West and I drove
up to the CTC hut on Friday after work, with a stop and the Sheffield Pub for dinner. The
next morning we woke to low cloud and impending drizzle.  The weather looked marginally
better to the west, so we decide to head for Mt French, a 1305-m high point of the granite
massif of the Hohonu Range at the southwest end of Moana/Lake Brunner, which none of
us had previously attempted.

We arrived  at  the  trailhead  on Kumara-Inchbonnie  Road at  about  9:10  am and were
climbing, initially over a couple of river terraces and then more steeply up the rooty track,
by 9:20 am.

The track was steep and the weather very humid, so we stopped after just 35 minutes for a
muesli bar, a drink and to enjoy the view out over Moana/Lake Brunner.

About 11:30 am we popped out of the bush and into mixed tussock and dracophyllum.

Above the bush line we were exposed to the cold breeze and it started to drizzle, so we
paused to put on warmer gear and weatherproof jackets. By 12:10 pm we had climbed a
ridge to an unmarked local summit of ~1220 m, about 150 m southwest of Pt 1233 m and
half a kilometre north of Mt French proper (1305 m). By now the weather had clagged in
solidly and the drizzle had turned to snow.

Heading back to the bushline Mt French track: photo Bryce Williamson

We decided that Mt French could wait for another day and the that warm dryness of the
hut was much more appealing – so down we headed, taking exactly 2 hours to descend
the ~1060 m over 4 km back to the car.

Back in Arthurs Pass it was raining, but the hut showers, pot-bellied stove, mix-and-match
dinner and assorted drinks led to a convivial evening of Spotify and musical reminiscence.

--Uploaded by: Bryce Williamson on Wed Sep 25 2019
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Mt Guinevere 20-21 September 2019

CTC overnight trip. 26.2 km and 1020 m total ascent including 3.5 km and 580 m ascent
over 3.5 hours on the abandoned ascent.

Eleven participants: Warwick Dowling (leader), David Sutton, Brendon Fisher, Bill Johnson,
Kerrie  Maynard,  Masha  Malashenkova,  Emma  Rogers,  Susan  Pearson,  Kate  Taylor,
Richard Kimberley (interloper) and Bryce Williamson.

Warwick’s Mt Guinevere trip was postponed for a week due to bad weather. Mid-week,
Susan asked me if I was interested in going up earlier on Friday. I thought that I deserved
a day of leave and I hadn’t yet packed, so I took Friday off work. Susan picked me up at
11:45 am and added Kerrie at the Yaldhurst Tavern. We stopped for lunch at the Sheffield
Pie Shop and then headed on to Klondyke Corner where we arrived a bit before 2 pm.

At  2:10 pm we were on our  way on the hard,  stony trudge up the Waimakariri  River,
crossing occasional river braids, but largely trying to stay close to the left bank. After 90
minutes and 6 kilometres, we entered the Crowe River valley, pausing for a drink and a
muesli bar as the sun dipped behind the southern end of Jellicoe Ridge.

At the crossing of the unnamed stream that spills west from Mt Bealey, we got great views
up the valley to Crow Glacier and Mt Rolleston against near-cloudless sky.

Sun drops below the Jellicoe Ridge: photo Bryce Williamson

The walk up the Crow seemed longer and more arduous than I remembered. But for the
last kilometre or so we were drawn hither by the alluring smell of wood smoke. At 5:37 pm,
3.5 hours and 11.3 km from the car, we reached Crow Hut (altitude 1050 m) to find it
occupied by Chrissie (an Aussie girl from Melbourne) and our own Richard Kimberley, who
had been fishing on the West  Coast.  After a cuppa,  I  set  up my tent and we started
preparing dinner in the knowledge that the other CTCers would be arriving soon. While we
were cooking, Chrissie’s partner, Mike, arrived from a walk further up the valley.

David Sutton arrived about an hour after us (I’m not saying how much later than us he had
left Christchurch). Then came Emma and Brendon, followed by the rest of the team over
about an hour. Kerrie, Susan and I were finishing dinner as the others claimed bunks, set
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up tents and started preparing their own meals. Bill had brought a warming rum concoction
and most of Wendy’s sultana cake was divided amongst the masses.

I had brought my new Lumix micro 4/3rds camera, mainly to play at astro-photography well
away from urban lighting. I went outside about 9 pm and spend about an hour fiddling
around with settings. Despite problems with focussing, misting lenses and head-lighten
trampers walking through the field of view, I managed to get some shots that look quite
reasonable (if you don’t look too closely).

The night was cold in my tent. At 2 am I needed a pee, so took the opportunity to add
another layer of clothes, which helped me to get a pretty good sleep. At 6:30 am I could
hear others stirring, so got up. It was very frosty, but the sun was already shining on Mt
Rolleston and east face of Jellicoe Ridge.

Breakfast was had and by 7:33 am we were on our way up the valley, sans-Warwick who
had turned his ankle on the previous day while walking up to the hut. About 7 minutes and
250 metres up the valley, we turned sharply west and up a steep shingle chute decorated
with remnant avalanche debris – some of it not too old. After climbing about 180 metres,
we turned left and though a narrow gully, over a broad snow-covered ridge and into a
small basin.

Leaving the avalanche chute: photo Bryce Williamson

At about 8:40 am and at an altitude of ~1420 m in the snow basin, we regrouped and all of
us accept Brendon donned crampons – not necessarily that we needed them, but in case
we might do on the steeper slopes above us.

After 10 minutes we headed off again in snow that was of generally good plugging quality,
but rapidly softening in the by-now hot sun on the easterly face.  Over 30 minutes we
climbed 200 m up steep snow on which my footfalls were starting to sound resonantly
hollow, causing me to reflect on the signs of a loaded slope prior to avalanching.  I wasn’t
the only one to feel  concerned.  At 1650 m, Brendon,  Richard,  Emma and David had
stopped  to  discuss  the  risk  and,  particularly,  the  rapidity  with  which  the  snow  was
softening.  By  the  time  the  rest  of  us  joined  them,  I  think  that  they  were  pretty  well
convinced it would be folly to continue.  Even if the ascent were to proceed safely, we
would have to descend in the afternoon when conditions could be quite dire.
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It required little debate to form a consensus – and just after 9:30 am we were on our way
back down.  Rather than running the gauntlet of the chute by which we had ascended, we
followed Susan’s advice (passed on from Doug Forster), to descend through the beech –
where there is forest there haven’t been avalanches (recently). 

With the aid of a few bum-slides we reached a narrow ridge directly above the hut.   After
regathering, we plunged on through the trees, which were dense in places (making me
pleased  that  we hadn’t  taken  Susan’s  advice  to  ascend  by  that  route).  With  various
groups going at different speeds, we got separated into three groups, each navigating a
slightly different course.  Richard, Masha and I ended up back at the base of the ascent
chute, where we had a great view of Mt Rolleston and the Crow Glacier bathed in bright
sunlight.

Just after 11 am we were back at the hut, where Brendon, David and Emma were already
enjoying a cuppa with Warwick.  Susan, Kerrie, Bill and Kate arrived soon after, having
taken a route that was more directly to the hut but probably involving more bush bashing.

The advantages of abandoning our objective were quickly enumerated – we could walk out
today, go to the Sheffield Pub and watch the rugby that evening.  We had a leisurely lunch
with everyone offering food to colleagues on order to lighten their packs.  We packed up
our gear (including now-dry tents) and headed off down the Crow at about 12:50 pm.

During the generally pleasant walk down the Crow River we passed myriad trampers going
up to the hut.  At the Crow River corner we had a short stop to feed the sand flies – then a
boring six kilometre trudge down the Waimak to the cars at Klondyke corner, which we
reached bang on 4 pm.

The drive home was interrupted twice: firstly, an interminably aggravating hold-up on the
eastern side of Porters Pass due to poor timing calibration of the traffic lights installed for
the post-fire repairs of the highway guard rails; and secondly, a much more pleasant stop
at Sheffield Hotel for beverages (in my case, Monteith’s Black) and hamburgers.

Addendum: On Monday, Warwick emailed the rest of us to say that eight of the people
heading up to the Crow Hut were members of a school-age Air Force Cadet group led by a
work colleague of his.  While traversing under the high shingle bank (probably an eroded
moraine wall)  on the true right  about  1 km downstream from the hut,  a large boulder
crashed through the party clipping one cadet on the back of the hand (possibly fracturing
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it) before exploding into shards that injured another cadet's knee. They spent the night at
the hut and walk out on Sunday, with the knee injury proving the worse hassle.

--Uploaded by: Bryce Williamson on Wed Sep 25 2019

More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).

We  recommend  you  start  with  the  Club  Captain,  then  the  Gear  Custodian,  then  the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can  be  made  then  the  Police.  Refer  to  the  list  of  Club  Officers  below,  and  on
www.ctc.org.nz.  Members  (particularly  Trip  Leaders)  please discuss this  arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure. 

Club Officers

President: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070

Vice President: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453

Secretary: Eric Skea 021 0247 5473

Treasurer: Carol Horgan 027 212 7294

Club Captain: Alan Ross 384-6425

New Members 
Rep:

Emma Rogers 0224916625

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Kelly Purdie 027 614 2255

Overnight Trip 
Organiser:

Barry Watson 021668895

Social 
Convenor:

John West 021 230 2536

Gear Custodian:
Barney 
Stephenson

027 358 3281

Editor: Peter Hinchey 0225948023

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton 322-6196

IT Convenor: Nick Edwards 0273656751

Access Officer: Ian Dunn 0212141907

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 21 November 2019 – Thanks.
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